Towards Prediction-Based Prosthetic Control
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Abstract
Predictions and anticipations form a basis for pattern-recognition-based control systems, including those used in nextgeneration prostheses and assistive devices. In this work, we outline how new methods in real-time prediction learning
provide an approach to one of the principal open problems in multi-function myoelectric control—robust, ongoing,
amputee-specific adaptation. Techniques from reinforcement learning and general value functions are applied to learn
and update predictions during continuing human interactions with multi-function robotic appendages. Tests were
performed with a targeted motor and sensory reinnervation amputee subject and non-amputee participants. Results
show that this online prediction learning approach is able to accurately anticipate a diverse set of human and robot
signals by more than two seconds, and at different levels of temporal abstraction. These methods allow predictions to
be adapted during real-time use, which is an important step toward the intuitive control of powered prostheses and
other assistive devices.
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Introduction
Simultaneous myoelectric control of multiple
joints remains a challenging unsolved problem [1].
In particular, conventional myoelectric control is
faced with the challenge of scaling up to the
expanded sensing and actuation capabilities of new
multi-function prosthetic devices. Even with
advanced function switching, conventional control
approaches are only able to make use of a fraction
of the movements available to next-generation
devices like the Johns Hopkins Modular Prosthetic
Limb. This problem becomes more pronounced
with more proximal levels of amputation. While
patients with higher levels of limb loss require
more assistive technology to replace lost function,
they also have fewer discrete sources (i.e.,
remaining muscles) from which to acquire control
information for their prosthetic devices [1,2].
These challenges for myoelectric prosthesis users
are being addressed by improvements in surgical
techniques, new sensor and actuator technology,
and advanced control and pattern-recognition
paradigms. Targeted motor and sensory
reinnervation surgery is opening new ground for
intuitive control and feedback [3]. At the same
time, physical platforms for sensation and
actuation are being improved through new
biomedical device technologies and work on highdegree-of-freedom limb systems.

An important avenue for improving myoelectric
control has been the use of machine learning and
pattern recognition techniques [2,4,5]. The stateof-the-art for myoelectric pattern recognition relies
on sampling a number of training examples in the
form of recorded signals, identifying relevant
features within these signals, and then classifying
these features into a set of control commands
[2,4,5]. This approach has been largely
implemented in an offline context, meaning that
systems are calibrated and then not changed
significantly during regular (non-calibration) use
by an amputee; demonstrated offline methods
include
support vector machines, linear
discriminant analysis, artificial neural networks,
and principal component analysis using time and
frequency domain EMG information.
Work to date has made it clear that effective
myoelectric control must take into account realtime changes to the control environment, patient
physiology, and the prosthetic hardware [6].
However, a robust, unsupervised approach to
online adaptation has yet to be demonstrated [2].
In this article we outline the use of online, realtime prediction learning as one foundation for truly
adaptive myoelectric devices. An extended
presentation of these methods and results will be
provided in the future via a full-length article
(under review) [7].

Materials and Methods
Real-time Machine Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is one form of
machine learning that has demonstrated the ability
to learn in an ongoing, incremental prediction and
control setting [8]. An RL system uses interactions
with its environments to build up expectations
about future events. Specifically, it learns to
estimate the value of a one-dimensional feedback
signal termed reward.
Recent work has provided a straightforward way to
use RL for acquiring expectations pertaining to
non-reward signals and observations [9].
Specifically, general value functions (GVFs) have
been proposed as a way of asking and answering
temporally extended questions about future
sensorimotor experience [9]. Predictive questions
can be defined for different time scales, and may
take into account different methods for weighting
the
importance
of
future
observations.
Expectations comprising a GVF are acquired using
standard RL techniques; this means that learning
can occur in an incremental, online fashion, with
constant demands in terms of both memory and
computation. For the present work, GVFs were
implemented as described by Sutton et al. [9] and
Pilarski et al. [10]; anticipations were learned in an
incremental fashion during online operation. This
was done using temporal difference (TD) learning,
a standard technique from RL [8].

were obtained using a Bagnoli-8 (DS-B03) EMG
System with DE-3.1 Double Differential Detection
EMG sensors (Delsys, Boston, USA). Electrode
locations were selected according to EMG signal
strength and differentiation on the arms of amputee
and non-amputee subjects.

Fig. 1: Equipment for able-bodied subject trials,
including an Aldebaran Nao T14 robotic platform,
laptop computer, analog to digital converter, and
Bagnoli-8 EMG recording equipment.

Experimental Setup
We examined the ability of a GVF-based learning
system to predict and anticipate human and robot
signals during online interactions between ablebodied (non-amputee) and amputee subjects and a
robotic device. These two domains are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Specifically, we studied the
anticipation user EMG signals, the angular position
of user-controlled elbow and wrist joints of a robot
limb, and the grip force detected by a robot’s
prehensor. The robotic platform used in ablebodied subject experiments was a Nao T14 robot
torso (Aldebaran Robotics, France; Fig. 1), while
the robot in the amputee trial was the Myoelectric
Training Tool (MTT)—a system designed to help
new amputees prepare for powered prosthesis use
[11]. The MTT includes a robotic arm with five
degrees of freedom that mimic the functionality of
commercial myoelectric prostheses. These
platforms provide a flexible interface to send
actuator position, velocity, and stiffness commands
to the robot, and receive real-time sensorimotor
feedback for use by a controller or learning system.
EMG signals used in device control and learning

Fig. 2: Experimental setup for amputee trials,
including the Myoelectric Training Tool (MTT) with
robot arm, tactor, control computer, and EMG system.

Procedures
To generate a rich stream of sensorimotor data in
an online, interactive setting, participants worked
with the robotic platforms to complete a series of
actuation tasks, including reaching and grasping
motion, and (for able-bodied subjects) randomized
elbow and wrist actuation tasks. Informed consent
was acquired as per the study's ethics authorization
from the University of Alberta Health Research
Ethics Board.

Participants
Subjects for the non-amputee experiments included
healthy participants with no cognitive or motor
impairments. The subject for the amputee trial was
a twenty year old male injured in a work accident
sixteen months prior to the study, with a resultant
left transhumeral amputation. Six months prior to
the trial the subject underwent surgical revision of
his limb, involving Targeted Muscle Reinnervation
(TMR), as well as Targeted Sensory Reinnervation
(TSR). Reinnervation resulted in a widely
distributed discrete representation of digital
sensation on the upper arm. To supplement MTT
actuation via conventional myoelectric control,
force information was communicated to the
participant via a tactor (micro servomotor) placed
over the reinnervated skin of his upper arm.

Results
Accurate Anticipation of Diverse Signals
These experiments showed that a GVF-based
prediction learning system was able to successfully
anticipate events initiated by both able-bodied and
amputee subjects—i.e., joint angle changes, EMG
signals, and effector force fluctuations. Accurate
predictions were observed after training on only 16
minutes of data using real-time sampling and
learning. Iterative training was found to further
improve the accuracy of these predictions.
Figure 3 shows a representative example of grip
force prediction after three passes through the
training data. Here the normalized predictions at
two time scales (red lines) are compared to the
measured force sensor readings (grey line);
prediction signals were found to anticipate changes
to the actual measured signal by ~2–3 seconds.
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Fig. 3: Example of force signal prediction on amputee
testing data, shown after three learning iterations for
two time scales (solid and dotted red lines). Normalized
predictions (red lines) precede the measured force
activity (wide grey lines) by 2–3 seconds.
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Fig. 4: Example of myoelectric signal prediction
during able-bodied subject trials, after ∼10 min of
learning. Normalized predictions (red line) precede the
observed signal activity (wide grey lines) by 0.5–2.0s.

The system was also able to learn accurate
predictions for time-averaged myoelectric signals
(Fig. 4). Normalized EMG predictions (red line)
rise visibly in advance of the actual myoelectric
events (grey line); changes to the myoelectric
signal are anticipated up to 1500 milliseconds
before change actually occurs. Similar anticipatory
capabilities were observed for robot elbow, wrist,
and hand actuator signals in both amputee and nonamputee experimental domains.

Discussion
These results illustrate the potential utility for an
online prediction approach within the myoelectric
setting. Using GVFs, it was possible to learn
accurate temporally abstracted predictions about a
human's interaction with a robotic device. Few
application-specific changes and tuning operations
were needed to shift between the different
experiments and signal types presented in this
work. It would be straightforward to apply this
approach to other assistive robotic domains.
Our online prediction learning approach is also
well suited to practical real-time implementation.
For both subject types, the system learned to
interpret signals from structured and unstructured
human interactions with a robotic platform.
Learning was performed under both the online case
(learning during ongoing experience) and offline
case (learning from recorded data); no applicationspecific changes were needed to address these two
domains, and all learning updates and predictions
were made under real-time computation constraints
and with realistic learning times (<30min). Offline
and online predictions also share the same
incremental learning framework. This observation
further reinforces the idea that online prediction
learning may provide a basis for rapidly adapting
and calibrating factory-made devices for use by
specific individuals.

We have shown in related work how extended
predictions about a user's control behaviour and
motor objectives can be used to prioritize control
options for the user [10], or to directly co-ordinate
the simultaneous movement of multiple joints [12].
The use of real-time prediction learning to enhance
an amputee's control interactions is the subject of
ongoing studies by our group, and preliminary
results indicate tangible benefit in terms of both
effort and cognitive load.

Conclusions
This work outlines an online approach to acquiring
and continuously updating a set of predictions and
anticipations about a human user and their assistive
biomedical device. For both amputee and ablebodied subjects it was possible for a real-time
machine learning system to provide advance
knowledge about signals such as grip force and
myoelectric activity. Our system demonstrated the
ability to learn accurate predictions in both
amputee and non-amputee settings, and could do
so without the need to significantly alter the
learning framework for each specific domain or
signal of interest. This approach provides a
fundamental tool to address one major unsolved
problem for prosthetic devices: amputee-specific
adaptation during ongoing use. Future work will
examine the prediction of signals during complex
real-world activities, and evaluate prediction-based
control adaptation techniques for multi-joint robot
actuation by amputees.
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